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www.postersession.com 

MODUM is an FP7 EC project that develops a new approach 

for: 

• Pro-active 

• Demand-responsive 

• Management of traffic 

 

This enables: 

• Energy-efficient (environment-friendly, congestion-free) 

• Multi-modal route guidance (transport choices) 

• Accommodating dynamic variations (urban setting) 

 

To accomplish this, MODUM employs the multi-agent system 

paradigm, which is used in a novel setting, i.e., for distributed 

coordination and forecasting (of, e.g., travel times) by means 

of self-organising virtual ants. In addition, multi-modal solutions 

are provided through a noticeboard and bidding approach 

using real-time data and declared destinations. 

For more information 
http://modum-project.eu/ 
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High level view on operations 

The following diagram presents the use of the MODUM system 

in a nutshell. Here we see how a user request is processed 

internally in order to return suggestions on possible routes and 

accompanying travel times, mode, and CO2 emissions. 

Join us at the final event! 

When? 

 24 September 2014 

Where? 

 Nottingham, United Kingdom 

Who? 

 We welcome policy makers and local authorities (e.g., city 

 councils), researchers, industries, … 

What? 

 Demonstration of the MODUM system 

 Testimony from the Nottingham City Council on the use 

 Platform and audience for researchers active in the field 

The models under the hood 

Enabling mode choice, predicting travel times, and providing a 

real-time view of the traffic conditions on all the roads in the 

network 

We are organising two field trials, one in Nottingham (United 

Kingdom) and one in Sofia (Bulgary): 

Participants are encouraged to use the MODUM app for their 

commuting-related trips, whereby we use an evaluation and 

validation framework to assess the impact and scale-up of the 

benefits that the MODUM system can provide. 

http://www.postersession.com/
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http://www.postersession.com/
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